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A little bit of history

1249 University of Oxford
...
1958 computing at Oxford
1976 Oxford Text Archive
1990 Humanities Computing Unit
1996 Arts and Humanities Data Service
2008 CLARIN



Early collaborations

● Isolated, often independent scholars

● Other new text archives (e.g. Virginia)

● Publishers

● OCR and text analysis services

● Oxford libraries

● Emerging standards initiatives (TEI, 

COCOA, SGML/XML) 



Collaborations in the Internet age

● Relationships with funders and grant 
schemes

● More work on standards 
● More systematic intervention throughout 

the digital life-cycle
● Shared resource discovery services



Arts and Humanities Data Service

National service for the support of the creation, 
preservation and re-use of digital resources in the Arts 
and Humanities in Higher Education in the UK.

Five data centres:
 Oxford Text Archive
 History Data Service
 Archaeology Data Service
 Visual Arts Data Service
 Performing Arts Data Service
plus the AHDS Executive at King's College, London



AHDS: collaborations

Common procedures for:
 advisory services
 ingest procedure
 collections descriptive metadata
 administrative metadata
 preservation policies
 resource discovery
 access services



Post-AHDS collaborations (UK)

● Network of Expert Centres in the Digital 
Humanities in Britain and Ireland

● E-Research South (Oxford, Reading, 
Southampton, King's coming soon)

● CLARINET - corpus linguistics centres (e.g. 
Glasgow, Newcastle, Lancaster, Birmingham, 
Nottingham)

● Text Encoding Initiative
● Digital Humanities at Oxford



OLAC

Open Language Archives Community, with a shared 
resource discovery service using an extended Dublin 
Core metadata set, and with more ambitious aims...?

In 2003, while AHDS CMF was pulling in one 
direction, TEI was pulling in another, OLAC in yet 
another, while IMDI was another option...

Now we have various different communities with 
whom we want to share metadata.





Discovering Babel

Discovering Babel: Enhanced Language Resource 
Discovery

“The digital literary and linguistic resources in the 
Oxford Text Archive and in the British National 
Corpus have been available to researchers throughout 
the world for several decades. Technical 
enhancements to the resource discovery infrastructure 
will allow wider dissemination of open metadata, will 
facilitate interaction with research infrastructures, and 
the knowledge and expertise achieved will be shared 
with the community.”
http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/programmes/inf11/infrastructureforresour
cediscovery/discoveringbabel.aspx



Discovering Babel

 c. 1400 metadata records;
 c. 1400 electronic literary and linguistic datasets:

 Electronic texts
 Text corpora
 Lexicons
 Databases of linguistic information
 Audio data

 British National Corpus
 TRACTOR archive of central and East European 

language resources



Discovering Babel

Resource discovery metadata:
 Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) XML headers
 Dublin Core;
 Open Language Archives Community (OLAC) format 

(extended DC);
 CLARIN Metadata Initiative (CMDI)
 RDF linked data;

 OAI-PMH target
 Harvested by OLAC, CLARIN, etc.



Key challenges

 Establishing sensible and standards-conformant 
architecture for resource file locations;

 Conformance to semantics of various target metadata 
schemas;

 Expressing quality assurance metadata for legacy data;
 Expressing information for web services processing;
 Mapping licence restrictions to CLARIN 'laundry symbols';
 Establishing procedures for ensuring persistence and high 

availability of services.



Thank you for your attention
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